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Findings from the 10
th

 Meeting of the Small Bodies Assessment Group 

 

 

Asteroid Redirect Mission. Though SBAG acknowledges that the Asteroid Redirect Mission 

(ARM) is continuing to evolve as the concept development matures, the current formulation has 

not resolved the issues detailed in previous SBAG findings of July, 2013. The objectives, 

requirements, and success criteria for the ARM are not clearly defined, including the relevance to 

planetary defense. There are substantial issues and challenges associated with the identification 

and characterization of potential targets. Together these combine for considerable schedule and 

cost uncertainty and risk for the ARM. As requested, SBAG in the near term will provide input 

for key small body science areas to inform NASA and the ARM formulation team, though we 

note that SBAG would be willing to provide input at earlier stages in the future. 

RESPONSE:  The ARM concept continues to evolve and mature while it is still in the pre-

formulation phase.  Input from the SBAG has been valuable to this process and has significantly 

influenced its development.  The second day of the SBAG #11 meeting has extensive briefings 

on the current state of the program concepts.  Additional SBAG feedback is encouraged after 

seeing those briefings. 

 

Support of Target NEO 2 Findings. The Target NEO 2 workshop had widespread and broad 

community participation and enabled open discussion and debate of the Asteroid Redirect 

Mission (ARM) concept. The Target NEO 2 final report finds the need for: ARM requirements 

and mission success criteria to be clearly defined; an independent cost estimate; competition and 

peer review; reconsideration of the aggressive schedule; a well-constrained understanding of the 

target NEA population and the distribution of their physical characteristics; improvement of 

ground-based observatories and remote characterization follow-up procedures; and a robust NEO 

survey. SBAG finds that the Target NEO 2 workshop was highly valuable and successful at 

bringing together experts in the fields pertinent to the ARM concept, supports the well 

articulated findings in the final report, and urges that the report be used to inform and evaluate 

further ARM efforts. 

RESPONSE:  We agree on the value of the NEO 2 workshop and its findings for ARM.  An 

interchange meeting with NASA HQ leadership was held with the NEO 2 workshop organizers 

on 5 December, 2013.  The workshop inputs are important factors being considered as we 

continue the formulation of ARM.  Their influence will be seen as the current status of the 

proposed ARM program is briefed during the SBAG #11 meeting. 
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Review of the Restructuring of the Research and Analysis Program. Restructuring of the 

Planetary Science Division’s Research and Analysis Program should be required to pass a formal 

Senior Review prior to implementation to ensure it is able to provide the benefits identified by 

the 2011 Planetary Science Subcommittee report (Assessment of the NASA Planetary Science 

Division’s Mission-Enabling Activities, led by Ron Greeley). As identified in the report, this 

includes an assessment of the work force impact and of revenue neutrality. SBAG finds that the 

submission of a draft ROSES 2014 document to the Planetary Science Subcommittee does not 

constitute sufficient review and assessment prior to implementation. 

RESPONSE:  The Senior Review process has been established only for on-going activities, so 

any Senior Review of the Research and Analysis (R&A) program would be for the pre-

restructuring R&A programs and the restructuring’s goals. As those goals were derived from the 

Planetary Science Decadal  Survey and the cited 2011 Planetary Science Subcommittee (PSS) 

report, this Senior Review would be evaluating the strategic documents that prompted the 

Review. However, the Planetary Science Division (PSD) is committed to evaluating and making 

adjustments to the restructured R&A program as needed. 

This evaluation has three primary parts: the program solicitations before ROSES release, the 

review process during the ROSES year, and statistics at the end of the ROSES year. Before the 

solicitations were released, the program overview and the individual calls were posted on the 

USRA website and comments were invited through the PSS and the AGs. Throughout the 

ROSES year, PSD is surveying participants in the review panels; this survey offers community 

members to assess the clarity of the restructured programs and the process and outcomes of 

reviews within the same. To evaluate the effect of the structured programs on proposers, PSD is 

monitoring proposer and proposal statistics and comparing them to previous ROSES years to 

determine the impact of the restructuring on the community in this first ROSES year. PSD will 

report these results to the PSS at the end of ROSES 2014. 

 

Solar System Workings Opportunity. The prior announced deadline of late February 2015 for 

the Solar System Workings program would result in a ≥20 month gap in proposal due dates for 

projects formerly submitted through Cosmochemistry, Planetary Geology and Geophysics, 

Planetary Atmospheres, and Mars Fundamental Research programs. This would cause a serious 

interruption of funding, lack of opportunities for young career scientists, and damage to the small 

bodies and broader planetary science research communities. SBAG supports moving this due 

date to May/June 2014 to address this serious concern. 

 

RESPONSE:  The due dates for Solar System Workings was moved to May 23, 2014, for Step 1 

proposals and July 25
th

 for Step 2. 
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Cadence of Discovery Missions. SBAG strongly supports the planetary Decadal Survey, which 

states the importance of regular competitive mission selections in the highly successful 

Discovery program. The Decadal Survey recommended cadence of a Discovery AO and mission 

selection every ≤24 months is not being achieved, and SBAG urges NASA and the 

administration to develop a plan to accomplish this Decadal Survey recommendation in the near 

future and for the rest of the decade. 

RESPONSE: The President’s 2015 budget request positions the Discovery AOs to be on a 36-

month cadence, starting with the AO that is to be released by the beginning of October, 2014. 

The anticipated Planetary Science budgets do not support launching Discovery missions every 

two years. 

 

Dawn at Ceres Participating Scientists. SBAG strongly supports the involvement of 

participating scientists for Dawn at Ceres, with scientists selected before the encounter, 

contributing to the mission prior to orbit insertion, and participating in the orbital mission at 

Ceres. SBAG finds that the draft text for a “Dawn Focused Research and Analysis Program” has 

a fundamental issue that needs to be revised. The Program’s core requirement that "Spacecraft 

data that have not been obtained (i.e., future mission data), or those that have not been placed in 

approved archives may not be proposed for use in DFRAP investigations" will not enable any 

new scientists to participate prior to and during the Dawn at Ceres encounter. Additionally, 

opportunities for involvement in the Dawn at Ceres mission, either through a participating 

scientist or other such program, must be fair, competitive, and equally open to all. SBAG 

opposes the announcement text as presently written and urges modifications that will allow 

scientists to participate in the active science mission at Ceres. Given Dawn’s arrival at Ceres in 

April 2015, time is of the essence if the full potential of NASA’s investment in the Dawn 

mission is to be retained.  

RESPONSE: One related result of the recent restructuring of Planetary R&A programs was the 

reintroduction of the Discovery Data Analysis Program (DDAP).  Since the scope of the DDAP 

includes analysis of PDS-certified Dawn data, it was clear that much of what the initial year or so 

of the DFRAP would have covered could now be proposed to the DDAP.  The need for the 

DFRAP element was thus eliminated.  The Dawn at Ceres Guest Investigator Program (DAC-

GIP) has been recently announced, which will embed guest investigators within the Dawn team.  

The guest investigators will have access to Dawn data “in real-time,” and will attend Dawn team 

meetings. Step-1 proposals are due August 14, 2014, and Step-2 October 9, 2014. 
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Establishment of a Planetary Defense Coordination Office. The 2010 NASA Advisory 

Council Planetary Defense Task Force, following the NASA Authorization Acts of 2005 and 

2008 that affirmed the need for the establishment of policy with respect to threats posed by near-

Earth objects, recommended that NASA establish a Planetary Defense Coordination Office that 

would coordinate planetary defense activities across NASA, other U.S. federal agencies, foreign 

space agencies, and international partners. This has not yet been realized, and SBAG reiterates 

the importance of establishing such an office. 

RESPONSE:  The NASA Authorization Act of 2008 directed the Office of Science and 

Technology Policy (OSTP) Director to develop a policy for notifying federal agencies and 

relevant emergency response institutions of an impending NEO threat if public safety was at risk.  

OSTP was also directed to recommend which federal agencies to be responsible for protecting 

the US from NEO threats. NASA agrees on the importance of having a focus point at NASA to 

coordinate planetary defense activities across the Agency, work closely with both the US 

interagency and international community to advance planetary defense objectives, and to serve 

as the point of contact with OSTP’s planetary defense activities. Although the NAC Planetary 

Defense Task Force proposed organization structure is still under discussion, personnel duties 

have been shifted and funding augmented to support this activity.  Some technical work items are 

in the process of being assigned to field centers, such as Goddard, Johnson, and Ames as well as 

JPL. 

 

NEO Survey Telescope.  NASA’s Asteroid Initiative places emphasis on the exploration of 

near-Earth asteroids for planetary defense, science, and resource utilization.  However, the 

necessary knowledge concerning the distribution of these objects and their respective 

characteristics is inadequate in order to successfully formulate NASA’s plans for accomplishing 

the Asteroid Initiative. SBAG reiterates its previous findings that support the importance of a 

space-based survey telescope to NASA SMD and HEOMD goals and objectives.  Although it is 

commendable that NASA is exploring alternative options for obtaining these data, a space-based 

NEO survey asset returns the greatest value with respect to exploration, planetary defense, 

science, resource utilization and does so in the most cost effective manner. Proper 

implementation of NASA’s Asteroid Initiative would best be served through a peer-reviewed 

NEO survey telescope mission that is funded as an agency asset. Such a foundational asset that 

provides essential data to aid the overall long-term objectives of NASA should be supported 

across the entire agency and not only through the SMD NEO Program.  

RESPONSE:  The value of a space-based NEO survey is not disputed and NASA will continue 

to seek ways to initiate such a project within the means allowed of the appropriated budget. 
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Planetary Science from Stratospheric Balloons. The development of a reusable stratospheric 

balloon platform has the potential to enable planetary science observations not possible from the 

ground and to complement space-based assets. Additionally, balloon investigations offer a useful 

opportunity for scientists to develop experience relevant to being a mission PI and offer a means 

to increase the TRL of instrumentation for future spacecraft missions. Competed opportunities 

are needed for the community as a whole to realize those benefits, and a plan and timeline to 

transition the development program to competed opportunities should be defined and shared with 

the community. However, the present stratospheric balloon program has yet to demonstrate 

whether it is a scientifically valuable and cost-effective way to do planetary science. Planned 

observations need to demonstrate a priori their value/uniqueness and cost-effectiveness relative 

to available ground-based (not just IRTF) and space-based facilities and instrumentation. 

RESPONSE:  The Planetary Science Division is investigating the scientific value and cost 

effectiveness of a stratospheric balloon platform for planetary science objectives through a 

capabilities rapid prototyping project managed by the Glen Research Center and contracted to 

the Applied Physics Laboratory because of their ample experience with balloon-borne missions.  

Although the Balloon Rapid Response for comet ISON (BRRISON) flight was not scientifically 

successful due to a telescope stow action and latch anomaly, it did meet many engineering 

objectives of the project.  This year an upgraded balloon platform with a redesigned stow 

program and latch mechanism, now called the Balloon Observation Platform for Planetary 

Science (BOPPS), is on track for a late September flight to observe comets Pan-STARRS and/or 

Siding Spring and other planetary targets to complete the balloon prototyping phase of this 

capabilities demonstration.  After completion an assessment will be made on whether it is of 

sufficient value to initiate a balloon-borne planetary observation program utilizing a dedicated 

telescope platform with interchangeable instrumentation and competed science missions on an 

annual or bi-annual cadence. 
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Technology Budget. The technology budget has a 1/3 reduction from 2012 to 2014 ($100M 

from $161M) excluding the DOE infrastructure costs. The in-space propulsion technology 

(ISPT) program appears to be closing out completely. The electric propulsion options have been 

large PSD investments that have critical gaps and pose a poor risk posture for upcoming 

AOs.  STMD is ramping up technology options that, in general, are not applicable to the 

evolutionary needs within PSD. Opportunities exist for STMD to leverage the past PSD 

investments and address critical gaps while being responsive to the science mission directorate 

technology needs. A clear dialogue/partnership between STMD and PSD to address these 

strategic PSD gaps is warranted. The remaining return on investment (ROI) appears high for 

both directorates. The SBIR developed Hall thruster PPU is one such example of a low 

remaining cost-to-go for high ROI. 

 

RESPONSE:  The Planetary Science Division is re-planning its technology investments to 

respond to the change in budgets and priorities.  PSD technology funds are extremely limited, 

and are focused on maintaining the unique capabilities to produce and fly plutonium-238 based 

power systems to enable exploration where solar insolation is impractical as a power source.   

PSD is looking to leverage technologies being developed by STMD and HEOMD, as well as 

commercial technologies to provide new capabilities for planetary exploration in the future.  PSD 

is also seeking to initiate new technology investments by developing partnerships to leverage 

PSD’s limited technology dollars.  Finally, when making technology development decisions PSD 

is considering the sustainment model for existing and new capabilities, and is intent that 

capabilities find broader use beyond PSD’s needs so that the burden of sustainment can be 

shared, and ideally, PSD becomes a marginal buyer. 

PSD has made the commitment to develop the NEXT thruster PPU to TRL 6 in partnership with 

industry in order to provide a thruster-PPU system for the Discovery 2014 AO.  PSD remains in 

dialog with STMD and the ARRM mission planners as to whether the NEXT thruster system can 

meet their mission requirements.  PSD also held a successful workshop to seek commercial 

interest in developing and maintaining the NEXT thruster system for commercial applications. 

PSD recognizes the value of the Hall thruster PPU developed under an SBIR to Colorado Power 

Electronics.  Such an innovative PPU architecture has the potential to serve as a PPU for the PSD 

developed HIVHAC thruster to provide an affordable electric propulsion system that is focused 

on PSD mission requirements. The same PPU architecture can also support commercial Hall 

thrusters, and thus can become a leveraged development with STMD with a shared sustainment 

model.  PSD has funded the CPE PPU to mature it to TRL 6. 


